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FOREWORD

This MSS Standard Practice, SP-135, is widely used in multiple valve and piping industries and is aligned with the Class-rated design, testing and material requirements of ASME B16.34, and the Class rated pressure, temperature, and dimensional requirements of ASME B16.5 and B16.47. MSS SP-135 is the principal ASME Class rated knife gate valve standard and it is widely accepted as the principal Knife Gate Valve standard for industry users that include: paper, chemical, petro-chemical, hydroelectric power, and fossil fuel power valve and fittings systems.

MSS Standard Practice SP-135 was originally published in 2006 as SP-135-2006, *High Pressure Steel Knife Gate Valves* for the purpose of providing an industry need for a knife gate valve standard that involved high pressure and a Class rated design.

The revised 2010 edition of SP-135 revised the title slightly and expanded the valve NPS (DN) coverage; including two (2) sets of Face-to-Face dimensions (Short and Long Pattern). The original one (1) set of Face-to-Face dimensions included in the introductory 2006 edition of SP-135 was retained and rearranged in the tables of the revised 2010 edition of SP-135 as follows:

**CLASS 150:**
- NPS ≤ 24 (DN ≤ 600) Long Pattern
- NPS > 24 (DN > 600) Short Pattern

**CLASS 300:**
- All NPS (All DN) Long Pattern

This 2016 edition of MSS SP-135, in addition to various editorial and formatting updates, includes: (1) revisions to tables and numbering; (2) an additional Section 5.2.2 marking option; (3) inclusion of NPS 2 – 36 (DN 50 – 900) Class 600 valve dimensions in revised scope, body text, and new Tables 3/3M; (4) editorial clarification of several table headings and notes; and (5) updating of the organizations and references in Annex A. This edition was also approved by an ANSI/MSS Consensus Committee and ANSI as an American National Standard.
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